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1. Introduction 
Two sets are said to form a minimal pair for polynomial many-one reductions 
if neither set is in P and the only sets which are polynomially reducible (via poly- 
nomial many-one reductions) to both sets are in P. The existence of minimal pairs 
was among the initial questions considered concerning polynomial reducibilities. It is 
addressed in the paper of Ladner [9] which first studied the structure of polynomial 
reducibilities. There Ladner showed that there exist two recursive sets which form 
a minimal pair. While the sets constructed are recursive, no bound is given on their 
complexity. 
Machtey [ 1 l] was able to improve Ladner’s result by constructing the minimal pair 
more effectively. He proved the existence of a minimal pair of sets both of which 
are in exponential time. The work of Landweber et al. [lo] gave a similar, but still 
more general minimal pair construction in which the halves of the minimal pairs 
are individually bounded. Ambos-Spies [2] addressed the question of which degrees 
can be half of a minimal pair and proved that any nonpolynomial recursive set is 
such. That is, given a recursive set A $ P, there exists a recursive B such that A 
and B form a minimal pair. Book (see [2]) has observed that such halves of 
minimal pairs may be extremely complex. He showed that for any EXPTIME-hard 
set A and any recursive set B, if A and B form a minimal pair then B is not elementary 
recursive. 
A related and slightly more refined question is which degrees can be the top (that is
the supremum) of a minimal pair. This question has implications for the structure of 
the sets in a complexity class. To make this relationship precise, we say that a set A $ P 
has a strict p-splitting if there is a polynomial time computable set D such that A n D 
and A n D form a minimal pair. Clearly, if A has a strict p-splitting then A is the top of 
a minimal pair formed by A n D and A n 0. There converse of this statement is also 
true. That is, Ambos-Spies [I] proved that if A is the top of a minimal pair then A has 
a strict p-splitting. Hence being the top of a minimal pair says something about the 
structure of a set A and of its easily definable subsets and splittings. 
The results concerning the existence of minimal pairs imply some properties of the 
suprema of minimal pairs with respect to many-one polynomial reducibility as well. 
In particular, as there exist minimal pairs below any nonpolynomial set, there are sups 
of minimal pairs below any nonpolynomial degree as well. On the other hand, as every 
recursive set forms half of a minimal pair, above any recursive polynomial many-one 
degree there is a degree which is the top of a minimal pair. All of this suggests that any 
recursive degree above P is the top of a minimal pair. However, this is not true. In [l] 
Ambos-Spies constructed a recursive set which has no strict p-splitting and hence is 
not the top of a minimal pair. 
One weakness of the previous results is that they give no information about natural 
sets and degrees. For example we are most interested in the properties of complete sets 
and degrees. Since some degrees are the top of minimal pairs and others are not, which 
of these properties is true about complete degrees? 
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We answer this question here for most complexity classes. Our main result is that 
any elementary recursive set which is hard for deterministic exponential time cannot 
be the sup of a minimal pair. Hence in particular any complete set for an elementary 
recursive class containing exponential time cannot be such a supremum. 
For NP-complete sets the problem remains open. However we show here that it is 
oracle dependent. That is, there is a recursive oracle A relative to which PZNP and 
the NP-complete sets are the sup of a minimal pair. And there is a recursive oracle 
B relative to which Pf NP and the NP-complete sets are not the sup of a minimal 
pair. This is the first example of an oracle dependent property which is completely 
degree theoretic. The question of the existence of such a property for NP sets 
was raised in the paper of Homer and Maass [S]. Many questions about the structure 
of NP sets have been shown to be oracle dependent. Properties such as P-immunity 
and P-simplicity of NP sets have this characteristic. However, here we have an 
oracle dependent property which concerns only the polynomial many-one degrees 
of NP sets. Moreover, it is a property of the most interesting NP sets, the complete 
sets. 
2. Preliminaries 
Our notation is standard. C denotes the binary alphabet 10, l}. We consider only 
sets A of binary strings, i.e., A G C*. The disjoint union A @ B of two sets A and B is 
defined by A @ B= {Ox: XEA) u {lx: XEB}. Recall that a set A is p-many-one 
reducible to a set B (A d; B) if there is a polynomial time computable function 
f’: C* -+ Z* such that XEA ifff(x)eB. We write A = R B if A d $, B and B < L A. Note that 
for any sets A and B, A 0 B is the supremum of A and B with respect to <L. Two 
recursive sets A and B form a minimal pair (for <i) if A F,! P, B $ P but, for any set C, 
C <g A and C <LB imply that CEP. We say that sets B and C p-split a set A if 
B= A nD and C= A nD for some set DEP. The splitting is strict if B and C form 
a minimal pair. The following straightforward propositions (proofs can be found in 
[ 1, 31) will be useful in what follows. 
Proposition 2.1 Let A, B, C be (recursive) sets. 
(a) If B and C p-split A then A =z B @ C. 
(b) If A<i B @ C then there is a p-splitting of A into sets A, and A, such that 
A,<EB and A,<LC. 
Proposition 2.2 For any recursive set A the following are equivalent. 
(i) A is the top of a minimal pair, i.e., there is a <$-minimal pair B, C, such that 
A=il?@ C. 
(ii) A has a strict p-splitting. 
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3. Complete sets without strict p-splitting 
In this section we show that complete sets for the natural complexity classes 
including exponential time do not have strict p-splittings. The key to this observation 
is the following technical result. 
Theorem 3.1 Let C and D be recursively presentable classes which are closed under 
finite variants, and let F and G be sets such that F $ C, G $ D, and F and G are both in 
DTIME(2’(“)). Then there is a set A such that 
AEDTIME(~~“‘~‘“‘), (1) 
A q! C and A $ D, (2) 
A has no strict p-splitting. (3) 
Before giving the proof of the theorem, we state the corollaries we are interested in. 
Corollary 3.2. Let E be <L-complete for DTIME(2°‘“‘). Then E is not the top of 
a minimal pair. 
Proof. For a contradiction assume that E is the top of a minimal pair. Then, by 
Proposition 2.2, there is a strict p-splitting of E into sets F and G. Then F and G are 
p-m-incomparable. Hence for the classes 
C={X: X,<;G} and D={X: X6;F). 
F I$ C and G 4 D. Moreover, the classes C and D are recursively presentable and 
closed under finite variants (see e.g., [3]). It follows by Theorem 3.1, that there is a set 
A satisfying conditions (l)-(3). Now, since any set which is hard for DTTME(2’(“)) is 
also hard for DTIME(2P”‘Y’“‘), condition (1) and Proposition 2.1(a) imply 
A<;E=P,F@G, 
whence, by Proposition 2.1(b), there is a p-splitting of A into sets AF and AG such that 
Since, by (2), A q $ F and A $ $ G, it follows that AF and AG are p-m-incomparable. 
Moreover, since F and G form a minimal pair it follows that AF and A, form 
a minimal pair too. Hence the p-splitting of A into A, and AG is strict contrary 
to (3). 0 
Corollary 3.2 can be extended to the common complexity classes extending 
DTIME(2’(“)). First, using the observation of Book (see [a], Proposition 4) that, for 
any minimal pair E, F such E is DTIME(2°(“))-complete, F is not elementary 
recursive, we can show the following corollary: 
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Corollary 3.3. Let D be any elementary recursive set which is <:-hard for 
DTIME(2°‘“‘). Then D has no strict p-splitting. 
Proof, For a contradiction assume that there is a strict p-splitting of D into sets F and 
G. By hardness of D, E <L D for some DTIME(2°‘“‘)-complete set E. Hence, by 
Proposition 2.1, there is a p-splitting of E into sets EFdi F and EGG; G. Since, 
by Corollary 3.2, the splitting of E into EF and EG is not strict, the choice of F 
and G implies that either EF or EG is in P. By symmetry assume EF~P. Then 
E =; E, <“, G, whence E and the elementary recursive set F form a minimal pair 
contrary to the observation of Book stated above. 0 
Corollary 3.3 shows that complete sets for the standard deterministic or nondeter- 
ministic exponential time or exponential space classes do not possess strict p-split- 
tings. In Corollary 3.3 the assumption that D is elementary recursive cannot be 
dropped. Ambos-Spies [2] has shown that every recursive set which is not polynomial 
time computable is half of a minimal pair. In particular, for any DTIME(2°@“)-com- 
plete set E we can find a recursive (but not elementarily recursive) set F such that 
E and F form a minimal pair. So E OF is DTIME(2”“‘)-hard and yet has the strict 
p-splitting into the sets OE = {Ox: XCE} and 1 F = (lx: ~EF}. By a slight modification 
of Theorem 3.1, we can show, however, that for any DTIME(2°‘“‘)-hard set D 
satisfying 
(where <“T denotes polynomial time Turing reducibility), D has no strict p-splitting. 
Hence, for any complexity class C extending DTIME(2°(“)) and downward closed 
under p-Turing reducibility, no C-complete set has a strict p-splitting. 
In the remainder of this section we give the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The required set A is enumerated in stages. Before stating the 
construction of A, we describe our strategies for satisfying (2) and (3) separately. 
Condition (2) is enforced by a standard delayed diagonalization argument. We use 
the “structural” variant of this diagonalization introduced by Landweber et al., 
Lipton and Robertson [lo], which has later been simplified and extended by Chew 
and Machtey [S], Schoning [12], Ambos-Spies [3] and others. Here we directly apply 
a diagonalization lemma of [3] and refer the reader for details to this paper. For 
stating the diagonalization lemma we need some notation. 
For any numbers n < m we let 
[[n,m))={xcZ*: n<lxI<m}. 
For a function g : N-N, we let g”(m) denote the nth iteration of g on input m, 
i.e., g’(m)=m and g”“(m)=g(g”(m)). The nth g-interval on Z* is defined by 
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Note that, for g satisfying g(n)>n, the collection I,,, (n 20) of g-intervals gives 
a partition of the class C* of all strings. Moreover, if the function g is polynomially 
honest (i.e., fully time constructible modulo a polynomial), then the function mapping 
a string x to the number n such that XEZ~,,, is polynomial time computable, whence, 
for any polynomial time computable set M of numbers, 
I g-M 
=k!4 
z,,,~p. (See C31) 
Lemma 3.4 (Ambos-Spies [3]). For C, D, F, G as in Theorem 3.1, there is a poly- 
nomiully honest function g : N -+ N, g(n) > n, such that for any set X the following holds. 
(a) If there are injnitely many n such that I,,, n X = I,,, n F then X $ C. 
(b) If there are injinitely many n such that I,,, n X = I,,, I-J G then X $ D. 
By Lemma 3.4, condition (2) will hold if we construct A so that there are infinitely 
many numbers n such that 
I,,z,nA=I,,,,nF. (4) 
There are infinitely many numbers n such that 
I y,~n+lnA=I,,2,+lnG. (5) 
The strategy for satisfying condition (3) is more involved. We first describe the basic 
idea. 
Let {Pe: ecN} be a standard enumeration of all polynomial time computable sets 
and let pe be a polynomial bound for P,. For each e we have to ensure that A n P, and 
An Fe is not a strict p-splitting of A. If P, or Fe is finite, then A n P, or A nP, is finite 
too and hence in P, whence trivially the splitting is not strict. So without loss of 
generality we may assume 
IP,I=IP,/=cc. 
Then we will build a set B, such that 
B,<EAnP,, B,bgAnP,, and B&P. 
(6) 
(7) 
The basic observation used for constructing such a set B, is that (6) implies that there 
are infinitely many e-switching points, i.e., infinitely many strings x such that XE P, and 
x+ 1 $ P, (where x + 1 denotes the successor of the string x under the canonical 
ordering) and that (for fixed e) the set of e-switching points is polynomial time 
computable: 
S,= (x: XEP, and x+ 1 $ P,}EP. 
Hence for a single set P, satisfying (6) we can get a set B, satisfying (7) by requiring 
for all XES,, XEB, iff xcA iff x+l~A (8) 
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and by letting 
B,(Xi)= 1 -Pi(Xi), (9) 
where xi is the ith element of S,. (Note that for e-switching x, x + 1 is not e-switching. 
Hence there is no conflict between (8) and (9). Then obviously (8) implies 
B,<P,AnP, viafb, wheref,(x)=x for XES, and_&(x) 
is some fixed string z0 $ P, otherwise, (10) 
B,<kAnP, via,f,, where fi (x) = x + 1 for XES, and fi (x) 
is some fixed string zi EP, otherwise, (11) 
while (9) guarantees that B, is not in P. 
This basic strategy has to be refined when considering two or more sets P,. For 
instance take P, and P,, to be the sets 
Pe={zzn: n>O} and Pe~=~,={zz,+l: n>O}, 
where z, is the nth string in order. Then (8) for S, for S,! requires 
z,,EA iff z,(=zO+ ~)EA (since z~ES,,) 
iff z2(=z1+1)~A (since z~ES,) 
iff z3( =z2 + 1)eA (since z~ES,,) 
iff . . . 
i.e., A(x)= A(z,) for all strings x, thereby leaving no room for the diagonalization 
required by (9). We overcome this difficulty by refining an argument of Ambos-Spies 
[l] where the above ideas have been used to build a (tally) set A + P without strict 
p-splittings. There the above conflict is solved by assigning to each P, a subset T, of S, 
such that for infinite S, the subset T, remains infinite and, for e#e’, T, and T,, are 
strongly disjoint, i.e., for any XE T, neither XE T,, nor x + 1 ET,,. Therefore any conflicts 
among the different P,‘s are eliminated, and the ith element of T, can be used again to 
ensure B, # Pi. 
The set T,, however, cannot be chosen to be polynomial time computable anymore, 
whence the set B, has to be replaced by a shifted version Bi= {lf’~“~‘Ox: XGB,} of it 
(wherefis some appropriate time constructible function) to ensure (7). Furthermore, 
the reductions of BL to A n P, and to A npe have to be replaced by appropriate 
nonhonest ones. 
Here we refine this approach, thereby insuring that the sets T, are uniformly 
decidable in exponential time. In the following we denote the sets T, by Fol, and call 
their elements e-followers. A further restriction on the definition of Fol, is imposed by 
conditions (4) and (5) which ensure that (2) holds. In the following definition this is 
ensured by comparing the function fol,(x) with the functions even(x) and odd(x). 
These functions approximate the number of e-followers less then x and the number of 
even respectively odd g-intervals less then x which do not contain any followers nor 
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(direct) successors of followers. In the following definition (-, -) is a polynomial 
pairing function on the natural numbers. 
Definition 3.5 We say that a string x is an e-candidate if the following conditions hold 
(Cl) pe(l.4WX’; 
(C2) 2’</xI and e<n, where XEZ~,~; 
(C3) x is e-switching. 
The notion e-follower and subsidiary functions fol,, even, and odd are defined by 
a simultaneous induction on x: Given x, fix the unique number II such that XEI~,~. 
(a) For any e such that e < n and 2’ < 1 x 1, let fol,(x) be the number of e-followers y < x 
that can be found by simulating the definitions for 1x1 steps. (Otherwise, fol,(x) =O.) 
(b) Let even(x) [odd(x)] be the number of even [odd] g-intervals 
I 4, 2ml + ,,(2m + 1 <n) containing neither an e-follower (for any e <m) nor the successor 
of such a follower, that can be found by simulating the definition for 1x1 steps 
(c) The string x becomes an e-follower if x is an e-candidate and the following 
conditions hold: 
(C4) For any e’ # e (e’ < n + 1): if x - 1 or x or x + 1 is an e’-candidate, then 
(e. fol,(x) > < (e’, k&(x) >; 
(C5) even(x)> (e, fol,(x)) and odd(x)> (e, folr(x)). 
Condition (C4) ensures that for each x there is at most one e such that x becomes an 
e-follower. Moreover the condition ensures that the assignments are fair, i.e., that if 
there are infinitely many e-switching strings then there are infinitely many e-followers. 
Similarly, condition (0) ensures that there are infinitely many even and odd g- 
intervals free of followers and successors of followers. 
The desired properties of the just defined notions are summarized in the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3.6. (a) The functions fole(x), even(x) and odd(x) are nondecreasing and linear 
time computable. 
(b) The functions fole is unbounded i$” there ure injinitely many e-followers. 
(c) The ,function even [odd] is unbounded $f there are injinitely many even [odd] 
g-inter&s without followers and successors qf,followers. 
(d) If P, is injnite and coinfinite then there are injinitely many e-switching strings. 
(e) There are inJinitely many even [odd] g-intervals without,followers and successors 
of.followers. 
(f) The functions even and odd are unbounded. 
(g) If x is an e-follower then x is an e-switching string. !f x is an e-switching string, 
then x + 1 is not e-switching. 
(h) If there are in$nitely many e-switching strings, then the set Fol, qf eTfollowers is 
infinite. 
(i) For e#e’ the sets Fol, and Fol,, are strongly disjoint. 
(j) For Fol= { (e, x): x~Fol,), Fo~EDTIME(~~‘““). 
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Proof. (a), (b), (c) and (d) are straightforward by definition. (e) For a contradiction 
assume that there are only finitely many even g-intervals free of followers and their 
successors. Then, by (c), even is bounded. Hence, by condition (C5) and part (b) of the 
lemma, only finitely many followers will be appointed. A contradiction. (f) directly 
follows from (c) and (e). (g) is immediate by definitions. 
(h) For a contradiction assume that there are infinitely many e-switching strings 
but the number of e-followers is finite, say y is the greatest e-follower. Then we can fix 
numbers Iyl<k,<k,<k,<k,<k, such that 
(a) for any string x of length >ko, (Cl) and (C2) hold; 
(b) fol,(y) < k, for all y; 
(c) for any e’< (e, k,), for which fol,, is bounded, there is no e’-follower z with 
Izlbkz; 
(d) for any e’ < (e, k,) for which fol,, is unbounded and for any string z of length 
3kJ, fol,,(z)>(e, k,); 
(e) for any string z of length 3 k4, even(z)> (e, k,) and odd(z)> (e, k,). 
Note that kI exists by assumption and (b); k2 by (b); k3 by (a); and k4 by (a), (c) and 
(e). Now for any e-switching string x with Ix I > k4, conditions (Cl)-(C5) of the above 
definition are satisfied, whence x becomes an e-follower. This contradicts the maxi- 
mality of y. (i) follows from condition (C4) in the definition of e-followers. (j) We first 
observe that if x is an e-candidate then (by (C2)) 2”~ I x1 and for given e, x we can 
decide in O(2l”l) steps whether x is an e-candidate. Hence in 0( Ix 121”1) steps we can 
generate the list e. < e, < .. <e, of all numbers e’ such that x - 1, x or x + 1 is an 
e’-candidate (note that n < e, < I xl). Moreover, for each e, we can compute 
(ei, foL,(x)) and then find the j for which this coded pair becomes maximal (0( 1x1) 
steps). Obviously, x is an e-follower if e=ej. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.6. 0 
The next lemma formally describes the way we will reduce the set B, to A n P, and 
Lemma 3.7. Fix P, satisfying (6). 
x, X(x)=X(x + 1) and let 
Let X be any recursive set such that,for any e-follower 
BX,,={l”Ox: XEFO~,, XEX and m=2”““‘}. 
Then B x,,<LXnP, and B,,,<iXnP,. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.6(j), the set 
Cx,.={lmOx: x~Fo1, and r71=2’~“~“} 
is polynomial time computable. Hence Bx,e <g X n P via f0 where fO(y)= x if 
y = l”OXEC, e , and fO(y) = some fixed string z,, # P, otherwise; and Bx,e <L X n Fe 
via fi where f,(y)=x+l if y=l”Ox~C~,~ and fI(y)= some fixed string zleP, 
otherwise. 0 
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We are now ready to state the construction of A: 
Input x 
Fix n, i,< 1 such that XEIB,2n+i. 
Case 1: x is an e-follower for some e. Then by an Ix/-bounded search look for 
numbers k which have been e-certified (see below) before. Let k0 be the greatest such 
number k (found in 1 x 1 steps) which satisfies pk + 1 (2(‘X’2) + /x I + 1) d 2(‘X’3). (If there is 
no such k let kO=-1.) Let A(x)=l-P,,+,(l”Ox) where m=2”“‘*~+~~~+1. 
Case 2: x- 1 is an r-follower for some e. Then let A(x)= A(x- 1). 
Case 3: Otherwise Then let A(x)= F(x) if i=O and A(x)= G(x) if i= 1. 
This completes the construction. Note that, by Lemma 3.6(i) and (g), for each 
x there is exactly one case which applies to x, and, in Cases 1 and 2, the number e is 
uniquely determined. Hence A is well defined. Obviously AEDTIME(~~‘““). More- 
over, by Lemma 3.6(e) and by Case 3 of the construction, 4 and 5 are satisfied, whence 
by Lemma 3.4, A $ C and A $ D. It remains to show that A has no strict p-splitting. So 
fix P, satisfying (6) and define BA,, as in Lemma 3.7. Since A(x) = A(x + 1) for any 
e-follower x, Lemma 3.7 implies that BA, e d 5 A n P, and BA, e < k A n Fe. So it suffices 
to show that B,,, 4 P, i.e., BA, e # P, for all numbers k. Fix k. Note that if k is e-certified 
at x then 
BA,r(lmO~)=A(x)#Pk(lmOx) (m=2”““‘+Ix/+l), 
whence it is sufficient that k becomes e-certified. Since there are infinitely many 
e-followers (Lemma 3.6(d) and (h)) and since 
p,(2”“‘2’+~x~+ 1)<2”““’ 
for all sufficiently large x, this follows by a straightforward induction on k. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 0 
4. NP-complete sets and strict p-splittings 
We shall show now that in contrast to the preceding results an answer to the 
question whether or not the NP-complete sets possess trict p-splittings is oracle 
dependent, even if we require P # NP. Since Proposition 2.2 relativizes this will show 
that any solution to the question whether the NP-complete p-m-degree is the top of 
a minimal pair does not relativize. The corresponding result for PSPACE-complete 
sets can also be obtained along the lines described below. 
Theorem 4.1. There are recursive sets A and B such that 
(a) NPA#PA und no NPA-complete set possesses a strict PA-splitting. 
(b) NPB # PB and every NPB-complete set possesses a strict pB-splitting. 
Proof. Part (i) directly follows from the relativization of Corollary 3.3 since Heller [7] 
has constructed an oracle A such that NP” = DTIMEA(2PoLY). 
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The proof of part (ii), combines the techniques of Baker et al. [4] to build oracles 
separating P from NP and collapsing NP to P with the minimal pair technique in the 
style of [9]. 
Let 
KB= { (Oe, x, 0”): N,(B) accepts x in less than II steps}, 
where {N,(B): e > 0) is a standard enumeration of all nondeterministic oracle Turing 
machines (with oracle set B). Then KB is NPB-complete for any oracle B (see [4]). 
Define a function y : N + N by y(O) =0 and ~(n + 1) = 2’““’ and let 
and 
EVENi= u [[~(4n+2i),~](4n+2i+ 1))) (i=O, 1) 
?I20 
ODD= u [[r7(2n+l),q(2n+2))). 
flB0 
We will construct B so that 
KBnEVENi$PB (i=O, 1) (12) 
and 
KBnODD~PB (13) 
will hold. Note that EVENi and ODD are polynomial time computable. So 
KBnEVEN, and KBn(EVEN1 uODD) pB-split KB. We claim that the splitting is 
strict. By (12) KBnEVENo $P" and KBn(EVEN,uODD)#PB. So it suffices 
to show that any set which is reducible to both KEnEVEN and 
KBn(EVEN1uODD) is in PB. Fix such a set C, say 
C<gBKBnEVENo viafand C<c KBn(EVENluODD) viag. 
Then CEP' by the following procedure. Given x, computef(x) and g(x). Distinguish 
the following three cases: 
Case I: .f(x)# EVEN0 or g(x)+ (EVENluODD). Then f(x)$ KBnEVENo or 
g(x)& KBn(EVEN,uODD), whence x +! C. 
Case2: ~(x)EEVEN~ and g(x)EODD. ThenxECiff g(x)EKBnODD, and,by 13,the 
latter can be decided in polynomial time relative to B. 
Case 3; Otherwise. Then ~(x)EEVEN~ and g(x)EEVENl. By symmetry we may 
assume that f(x) <g(x). Then C(x) = KB(f(x)) and, by definition of q, 22”‘X”< jg(x)l. 
Since NPB s DTIMEB(2*“) for any oracle set B, it follows that we can compute 
C(x)=KB(f(x)) in Is(x)1 steps relative to B. Since the length of g(x) is polynomially 
bounded in the length of x, this computation of C(x) is in polynomial time relative 
to B. 
Since, by relativizing Proposition 2.2, strict pB-splittability is pB-m-invariant, the 
above shown existence of a strict pB-splitting of KB implies that every NPB-complete 
set has such a splitting. (Moreover, this obviously implies that PB#NPB.) 
It remains to construct an oracle set B satisfying (12) and (13). We start with 
individually describing the strategies for satisfying these conditions. To satisfy 
condition (13) we imply let KBnODD = Bn ODD. Condition (12) is satisfied by 
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diagonalization: Let {Pf: e 301 be a recursive enumeration of Px and let Pe be 
a polynomial time bound (relative to X) on Pf (for any oracle X). Without loss of 
generality we may assume that p,(n) < 2” for II 3 e. Following [4] we let 
LB= (0”: 3XEB(lXl =?i)}. 
Then LB~NPB, whence there are numbers k and m and a polynomial q such that, for 
any string x, 
and 
LB(X) = KB( (Ok, x, 04”““)) 
m<lxl * ) (Ok, x, oq(‘x’)l<2’x’. 
So, in particular, for any e 3 0 and i = 0, 1, 
(Ok, 0 
q(4(e+m)+2i) , 04(q(4(‘+m)+2i)))EEVENi 
and 
LB(O 1(4(e+m)+2i))=~B,~~~~,((ok, 071(4(e+m)+20, oq(t1(4(e+m)+2i)))) 
Hence to satisfy condition (12) it suffices to ensure that, for e d 0 and i = 0, 1, 
LB(O4(4(e+m)+2i))= 1 _pf(O~(4(e+m)+20) 




LBn ((0 s(4(e+m)+2i)): e>O} $ pB 
L%{(O q(4(e+m)+2i)): e>O}<LKBnEVENi 
J;(x)=if XE((O~(~@+~)+~~)): e>O} 
then (Ok, x, Oq”““) 
else OqC1) fi 
whence KB n E VENi # PB too. 
We now give the inductive definition of B. In stage s we determine B(x) for all 
strings x of length s: 
Stages. Let B(s=Bn{x:Ixl<s} and fix the unique n such that Q-(n)ds<q(n+l). 
Note that Bls has already been determined at the previous stages. Depending on II, 
distinguish the following three cases. 
Case I: II is odd. Then for any string x of length s, let B(x)= KB1”(x). 
Case 2: s=v(n) and n=4(e+m)+2i for some e>O and i,<l. Then letj=P~‘“(O”). 
Now ifj= 1 then let B(x) =0 for all strings x of length s. Ifj= 1 then let y be the least 
string of length s (in lexicographical order) such that y is not used in the computation 
Pf”(O”). (Note that such a string y must exist, since PfI”(O”) queries at most p,(s) 
strings and, since e < s, p,(s) < 2” by choice of p,.) Let B(y) = 1 and B(x) = 0 for any x # y 
of length s. 
Case 3: Otherwise. Then, for any string x of length s, let B(x)=O. 
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Note that, for any string x of length s, KB(x)= KBIS(x), whence Case 1 of the 
construction ensures that KB n ODD = B n ODD so that condition (13) is satisfied. To 
show that (14) and hence, as pointed out above, (12) is satisfied, we note that by Case 
2 in the construction for any e30 and ib 1, 
LB(oq(4(e+m)+Zi))= 1 _p~ls(oq(4(e+m)+2i)), 
where s = y(4(e + m) + 2i). Moreover, if a string y of length s enters B then this string is 
not used in the computation of F~ls(04(4(e+m)+2i)) and, since p,(s) < 2”, it follows from 
Case 3 of the construction that no string z with s < Iz 1 <p,(s) enters B. So 
P, (0 
Bls ?(4(e+m)+2i) _pB 01(4(e+m)+2i) 
)- e( ), whence (14) holds. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 0 
5. Open problems 
Our proofs heavily depend on the distributivity property of <$, stated in Proposi- 
tion 2.1 (b). Since this property fails for p-Turing reducibility (see [3]), the correspond- 
ing questions for this reducibility remain open. Recently Downey [6] has shown that 
there is a recursive set A $ P which is not the top of a minimal pair for <PT. His proof 
uses a variant of the technique of [2], however, which does not yield elementary 
recursive sets. 
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